The newly established KAL'AS'A DUR
Introduction
Realizing the importance of heritage, on 16 November 1972 the General Conference of the UNESCO adopted the "Convention Concerning the Protection of World Cultural and Natural Heritage." The Convention has completed its forty years and is considered the most successful of all the UNESCO conventions, UNESCO (2012: 2) . Similarly in 1946 ICOM (International Council of Museums) was created that established International Museum Day in 1977, celebrated on 18 May around the globe "to encourage public awareness of the role of museums in the development of society." The theme of the 2012 International Museum Day is "Museums in a Changing World."
To promote and preserve the endangered Kalasha people and culture, KAL'AS'A DUR, (as it is called in Kalasha-mun, the Kalasha language) the Kalasha Museum and Cultural Centre was established during 2002-2004 by the NGO "Greek Volunteers." Unfortunately the chairperson of the NGO [Athanassios Lerounis] was abducted from KA'LAS'A DUR in September 2009 by Taliban, and released after eight months in captivity, Rana (2011) . After this incident, it was reported by the museum staff, that not only Lerounis never came back but regular summer visits of the Greek doctors also stopped. This has adversely affected the Greek and local efforts to revive and preserve the ancient belief system, language and culture of the only surviving Kalasha People of Pakistan.
It is built on an area of 2000 square meters (Activities and Projects by the NGO "Greek Volunteers" n.d.). This project was financed by the Hellenic Aid of the Greek Ministry of Foreign Affairs and was constructed by two cooperative NGOs, "The Greek Volunteers" and the "Kalasha People Welfare Society." The Museum (The "Ethnological Collection Centre of the Kalasha Culture and the wider Hindu-Kush area," is under the supervision of the Archaeology and Museums Department of Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa Province). The Institution of KAL'ASA'A DUR is managed by the Kalasha members of its Managing Committee.
The museum generates some income from ticket sales. Entry ticket for locals is Rs 10, the ticket for using camera in the museum is Rs 200, and Rs 300 to visit the Research Centre and other areas. The Museum Shop also sells replicas and reproductions of the selected local crafts (see Figure 21 ). 
Historical Background
Made famous in 1896 by G.S. Robertson's study "The Kafirs of the Hindu Kush," Klimburg (2005: 502-7) the Kalasha Kafirs of Pakistan, a Macedonian people who trace their ancestry with Alexander the Great are an ethnic minority who speak a Dardic Language and adhere to an ancient polytheistic-animistic belief system and hence termed as "Kafirs" or non-believers. They are currently living in three valleys of Rumbur, Bumburet, and Birir in Chitral District, in Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa (KPK) Province of Pakistan. Only 3,000 left, according to the estimates of Maggi and A.S. Cacopardo, Klimburg (2008: 195-209) . A more recent news article talked about a workshop on "importance of the preservation of increasingly extinct cultures," held in Folk Heritage Museum Islamabad on dossier preparation for inscription of the Kalasha Valley [s] culture on the World Heritage List, and also reconfirmed this number, stating "The Kalash population fell from 10, 000 in 1951 to 3,700 in 2011 , Express Tribune (2012 .
Following the pioneering work of Robertson on the social life of Kalasha people numerous studies have been undertaken on various aspects of Kalasha People and their exotic primitive cultural practices; including Germans, Italians, British, Americans, Canadians, French, Austrians and Pakistani scholars. Some of the important studies include, Graziosi (1961 -64), A.M. and Cacopardo (1985 ), Jettmar (1959 , 1986 , Darling (1979) , Loude (1988) , Maggie (1995) , Snoy (2008: 36-64) , Parkes (1983) , Klimburg (1999 Klimburg ( ,2005 Klimburg ( ,2008 , Buddruss (2008: 16-35) , Frembgen (2008: 253-9) , Lines (1988 Lines ( , 2008 Lines ( , 2010 , Wutt (1978 Wutt ( , 1981 and Dani (2001: 420-9) . In addition, a rich scholarly collection of articles on Kalasha people is also found in the proceedings of the three International Hindu-Kush Cultural Conferences, published in the1970, 1996 Conferences, published in the1970, , and 2008 . Numerous anthropological studies on various aspects of Kalasha culture have also been added to the existing list more recently.
With greater accessibility by first jeep road in 1960, Lines (2008) scores of inquisitive tourists, hunters, merchants, journalists and researchers including anthropologists started visiting the three remote and isolated Kalasha Valleys to see, exploit and study the only surviving Kalasha Kafirs and their exotic ancient culture. Their fast declining numbers estimated to be 3,000 only at present according to the estimates of Maggi et al. (2008) is a point of great concern for the scholars and conservationists to address the urgent need to preserve their fast disappearing cultural heritage.
The Kalasha People are at present under mounting threat of extinction in the face of aggressive modernization, tourism and surrounding Islamic proselytization, Klimburg (2008) . Albeit, much has been said and written on Kalasha People and their ethnology, but not a single systematic study has been conducted on their "Material Culture" or the study of Kalash material artifacts so far, because not a single such institution was ever established to promote Kalasha people and their culture.
The material cultural objects contain vital information about the culture where they were made, why and how they were made, what materials were used, what technologies were applied, and the circumstances in which they were created -information that can be recorded and preserved for the present and future generations. The care and knowledge associated with artifacts ultimately ensures their existence for generations, CCI Symposium (2007: 7-8 ).
Due to endangered status of Kalasha People many recent studies emphasize that greater efforts are needed by conservation experts, development workers and anthropologists to preserve Kalasha culture, Abbasi (2011: 26 The present study on newly established Kalasha Museum at Bumburet Valley, which is the bigger and more touristic of the three Kalasha Valleys, shall attempt to present the pioneering research on this institution and the material objects displayed in the museum with a motive to raise awareness about this knowledge resources on Kalasha People, and its future value as a repository of Kalasha material culture that can be used for further study, preservation and promotion of the endangered Kalasha people and their ancient traditions.
The recent establishment of the Kalash Museum has opened up a new and unique opportunity for research scholars including anthropologists, who can now gain a greater understanding of the native Kalasha material cultural objects within their museum by being able to visit the community of origin to observe how the objects were traditionally made and used, for instance, in their numerous festivals and ceremonies and daily lives. And how to this day, on all important festivals and occasions Kalasha People use these material objects to reinvent their social identity, kin networks and perform religious obligations.
The present study, intends to bring to the limelight the establishment of the Kalasha Museum, the categories of artifacts displayed in the museum, and propose a more extensive systematic scientific study and analysis of the material cultural artifacts of Kalasha People, using "heritage collections" housed in the Kalasha Museum. I strongly hope that this would help to preserve and revive the endangered and fast disappearing Kalasha people and cultural heritage of Pakistan.
The Kalasha Museum
The Kalasaha Museum is part of a three-story building that houses all six departments that constitute KAL'AS'A DUR or the House of Kalasha, (see Figures 2 and 3 ). The Museum exhibits are housed at ground floor. The building is a beautiful specimen of local ancient architectural style using logs and local stone, (see Figure 1 ). The establishment of the KAL'AS'A DUR was financed by the Hellenic Aid of the Greek Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Museum Brochure (n. d.). The Kalasha Museum is a newly established museum, keeping in view the endangered culture and people of three-Kalasha Valleys; it was built in 2002-2004. It is a traditional style museum, more or less an object repository of material cultural objects of the Kalasha people. Where all collections are illuminated and housed within wooden glass frames safely locked. As compared with various contemporary more interactive museums built to highlight the native people and cultures, for instance the National Museum of the American Indian in Washington DC, Issac (2008:287) .
The setup of the museum shows traditional modes of showcasing and interpreting collections. A knowledgeable English speaking native Kalasha museum guide, who is well versed with Kalasha language, history and ancient cultural traditions, walks visitors through various exhibits and galleries.
There is a need to prevent the museum from overcrowding, as space is narrow and some displays are open and hence open to robbery and theft. The objects layout in exhibit cases presents them as ethnographic pieces without any scientific categorization. Most of the tags show local names of objects, written only in Kalasha language, without an accompanying English translation for a visitor/ foreign tourist, who come in great numbers on all major Kalasha festivals.
The knowledge that is transmitted by viewing various museum exhibits comes solely from Kalasha material culture encased and displayed in the museum. The display and study of these artifacts shall empower the endangered Kalasha people and lend them a voice in the long run as more and more visitors and tourists come to see their ancient cultural practices and the knowledge that is transmitted now through the pieces of their unique material cultural heritage, so immaculately showcased in the newly built Kalasha Museum.
The construction of the Museum building and exhibits draw heavily on indigenous features and materials, like wood, stone, carving and style of architecture, to highlight the ancient Kalasha aesthetics of building their spaces and objects. The local carpenters were employed, it was told, to reproduce the ancient motifs of carvings on doors, door handles, pillars and exhibit cases in the Museum.
The Categories of Artifacts in the Museum
The Kalasha Museum contains a large array of objects, from costumes to jewelry, to household items to local traditional artifacts. The region has a long tradition of using locally available resources like timber and stone in households as well as in the construction style. Keeping with the tradition, the museum also houses carved wooden parts of old Kalasha temples, clay pots, wooden funerary statues or Gandaus, domestic utensils, basketry, old furniture and weaving tools.
In the subsequent sections each category of artifacts shall be discussed in some detail, supported with museum-based visuals depicting the ways item are arranged and displayed in the Museum.
Traditional Costumes of Kalasha Men and Women
Kalasha People are most famous for their unique and colorful dress heritage, depicting their love for life, that include various pieces that together make the most unique dress style in the world for women. The main dress for a woman included, Cheo [cew] in the past (the traditional black woolen dress) or lately Piran (the new black dress made with cotton or linen cloth with woolen embroidery). The belts called chehari and shuman, the bunches of beaded necklaces, called sulki maik and gadul'ai and the most incredible two ornate headdresses called kupas ( Figure 11 ) and shushut ( Figure 7) . Shushut is used for day-to-day use whereas kupas is used on all important occasions including all Kalasha festivals.
For men woolen pants sualak [shualak] worn by goatherds, and the traditional ornate leather moccasins called kalun (see Figure 4 ) were used about 50 years from now, Farman (personal communication, April 2012). A good brand was sara [shara] kandali kalun, the decorative moccasins made from markhor leather (Trail and Cooper 1999:147-287) . During death rituals a male dead body is dressed with kalun as well. At present both men and women use sandals and sneakers. No use of kalun was observed during a May 2011 visit to watch the spring festival Chilim Jusht or Joshi. Kalun were told to be used inside as well as outside as they were carefully made using layers of raw leather as a base or sole. The shoes were tied with colorful thin belt-like laces with colorful pompoms at the ends. The color of shoes was natural beige with woolen embroidery around the shoes, on sale in a Kalasha Stall set up during Folk Festival 2012 in Islamabad (priced at Rs 3000/ about US$ 35). 
The Ornate Kalasha Headdress 'Kupas'
The most beautiful and ornate headdress worn by Kalasha women include two exclusive and unique pieces of headdress, called Kupas and Shushut, (see Figures 11 and 12 ). 
Shushut
The minor headdress shushut, a decorated headband with ornate tail hanging at the back, is worn all the time under the main headdress kupas.
Jewelry
Kalasha women use excessive beaded jewelry as necklaces in their entire life, in a variety of colors and bead styles. The old photographs however show a lesser use of bead necklaces (see Figure 12 ). 
Basketry
The Kalsha live in natural surroundings, and produce a variety of basketry, see Figure 13 . The famous conical Khawa baskets, Sperber (1996: 399) , "woven from goat hair around a structure composed of mulberry and wild almond branches," used for carrying loads from farm to home by women, is an example. 
Effigies of Male Ancestors 'Gandau'
Kalasha have a unique funerary culture very different from their neighboring Muslim majority. They used to erect wooden effigies of male ancestors on their graves to honor them called gandau in Kalasha language, Klimburg (2008: 171) , Kalhoro (2010: 1) . Kalasha Museum has some of the specimens in collection that are more recent (see Figure 14) and do not represent the real old ones described and photographed by the early researchers like Morgenstierne (1929 ), Schomberg (1935 and Klimburg (2008: 189-91) . Most of the old pieces are now part of the museum collections across the globe. 
Household Items
Museum also house a number of household articles that include stone grinding pieces, wooden buckets and mortar, pestle as well as spoons, saucepans, and other small and big cooking vessels. The utensils are displayed in properly setup rooms in the Museum, (see Figures 15 and 16 ). 
Stone Tools
The Kalasha Valleys are located in Hindu Kush Mountains, where rocks are in abundance, and so is the use of local stone in making household tools. The Kalsaha Museum has nicely portrayed this part of the Kalsha culture by displaying stone objects and tools within and even outside the Museum, (see Figure 18 ). Figure 19 ). 
Ancient Living Style Reproduced
The museum is setup in a way that has two levels on a corner, where an old traditional room is brought and placed as it used to be hundreds of years ago, for the visitors to have a real feel of Kalasha living quarters and concept of space. The inside of the room gives the exact style of a Kalasha family's one-room living space and what is the interior of a typical bedroom, see Figure 20 . The room is furnished in a typical traditional Kalasha sleeping room with traditional furnishings and bedding. Similar one-room Kalasha houses are still common to find in all Kalasha Valleys. This traditional setup reproduced under museum roof is extremely valuable for those interested in studying Kalasha culture and heritage. A thick handmade wooden ladder leads to the room and balcony on the second level of the museum. 
The Museum Shop
In the back side of the Museum a small Museum Shop is setup by the museum authorities. The shop showcases replicas of various traditional Kalash artifacts. The most popular among these is the Kalasha Doll wearing Kalasha dress (sold for Rs 1500, in summer of 2011). Other items include famous headdress of Kalasha Kupas, wooden utensils, woolen belts, wooden toys, and some jewelry items, (see Figure 21 ). Kalasha Museum Brochure is also sold to interested visitors both in black and white and in color print for Rupees 10 and 20 respectively. The income of museum from these sales is not much, I was told, as tourists only come during months when Kalasha festivals are held (in May, August, September and December) and weather is clear to travel because of poor road conditions. 
Conclusion
The establishment of the first Kalasha Museum is a welcome most awaited step taken by the NGO "Greek Volunteers." It is hoped through this article that it will help teach the public about the newly establish Kalasha Museum and the fast disappearing Kalasha people and their ancient culture and also promote awareness and preservation of Kalasha traditions, through further research and documentation, as well as interventions by the international organizations like ICOM, who attend to emergency response [for museums] in case of natural disasters or armed conflict, as is the case in the region where Kalasha Museum is situated.
